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BLACK CRY-DAY Experts warn Irish consumers to watch out for EIGHT traps this

Black Friday – including TikTok sales and bad bargains
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IRISH punters are set to splash the cash this
Black Friday - as bargain-savvy customers seek
out the best buys.

Thousands of online retailers are set to slash their
prices for the annual event, which takes place
on November 25 this year.
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Watch out for online subscription deals this Black
Friday, ensuring you read the small print
Credit: Getty Images - Getty
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Parents are urged to be vigilant to kids using gaming
apps for purchases Credit: Getty Images - Getty

But with many people buying online, consumer
experts are urging people to think twice before they
splurge in the sales.

New research from Visa shows that 42 per cent of
Irish consumers plan to shop the Black Friday /
Cyber Monday sales this year, an increase of 10 per
cent on 2021.

Of these, 44 per cent said they plan to shop the sales
to save money on an essential item that they’ve been
waiting to buy, while 61 per cent say they can’t resist
the buzz of a bargain.

However, with almost three quarters (73 per cent) of
people saying that they were targeted by fraudsters
this year, and 29 per cent falling victim to fraud in



the past, it’s more important than ever to know how
you can keep your payments safe.

READ MORE MONEY TIPS

Ahead of the 2022 Black Friday/Cyber Monday sales
2022, the European Consumer Centre Ireland has
published its latest Smart Spending in the Sales guide
for consumers.

Here are the experts’ tips for avoiding being duped
by a bad buy.

MONEY MATTERS Woman
shares money-saving hack for
cooking pasta - but people are…

SUPER SAVER The money
saving hacks for your freezer,
dishwasher and washing machine

DO YOUR RESEARCH
Black Friday/Cyber Monday is a massive sales event
but not much different in nature than all the other
sales throughout the year, except in terms of
volumes.

In late November and early December, most shoppers
will be buying their Christmas gifts, so some
shopping needs to be done.

MOST READ IN THE IRISH SUN

'SENSATIONAL' RTE viewers in disbelief at
'epic final' of Ireland's Fittest Family

FLYING WITHOUT WINGS Nicky Byrne's fans
open mouthed after Westlife star's shock accident

ROUGH START George Hamilton explains how

he suffered black eye on the way to World Cup



But if you want something specific, it’s worth taking
the time to be organised about it and making sure you
are getting the product you want, at the right price,
which may be lower in the January sales, for
example.

DON’T LOSE THE HEAD
Raising consumers’ expectations about ever-better,
ever-greater discounts and creating a sense of
urgency about getting their hands on very limited and
heavily discounted stock increases pressure on
purchasing decision-making.

he suffered black eye on the way to World Cup

FOR JOSH Stephen Bradley's son steals the show
at PFAI Awards with a heartwarming moment

It is simply how marketing works: creating a sense of
irrational need.

Let’s keep some perspective on what we really need
and what we simply want because someone told us
we need it. When consumption becomes compulsion,
it’s time to step back and reconsider your choices.

CHECK IT REALLY IS A
BARGAIN
Keep in mind that events like Black Friday/Cyber
Monday are a way for retailers to shift surplus stock
and generate increased sales volumes ahead of
Christmas.

More often than not, it is an opportunity for shops to
clear some warehouse space for new season stock, so
the selection of reduced-price items is not what you



may expect or, indeed, worth buying even with the
reduction in price.

BE IN THE KNOW
You will notice a shift from sales on products to sales
on services, such as subscriptions, packages,
experiences and vouchers.

We are now in an age when many products come
with a services package attached, and/or many
products are now sold as a service. For instance,
instead of buying a digital product, you can sign up
to a digital subscription for a recurrent fee.

This is called “Product as a Service” (PaaS) and is a
genuinely sound business model, but it can be used
deceptively, too, when consumers end up tied into a
long-term subscription with detrimental cancellation
terms.

SOCIAL MEDIA SUBSCRIPTIONS
Watch out for deals of subscriptions and packages,
particularly advertised through free trials offers that
you get by signing up to a long-term periodic
subscription.

You will see these mostly online and on social media,
in ads for wellness programmes and dating services.

Online subscriptions are set up by agreeing to sign up
to a subscription that entails a user agreement
whereby you accept recurring charges on your debit/
credit card.

Recurrent charges cannot be cancelled through the
card’s issuer, so you must have the agreement
cancelled by the company, which sometimes does not
offer easy cancellation terms.

GAMERS BEWARE



The Gaming sector is known to heavily promote its
‘deals’ - often on platforms and apps also accessed
by children.

Gamers of all ages should carefully consider new
product deals, discounted packages and subscription
offers featured in sales, particularly for free-to-play
games that can only be enhanced by subsequent
purchases.

Parents should be particularly careful when
monitoring their children’s in-app purchases and
access to paid-for loot boxes.

TIKTOK TRAPS
Be mindful when shopping on social media,
particularly when live shopping. i.e. buying directly
from and during a live stream on various channels.

Whether it’s on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
WhatsApp or TikTok, in-app and live shopping is
how younger consumers in particular like to make
purchases these days.

WHEN THINGS GO WRONG
For any shopping and online shopping cross-border
consumer-trader disputes, consumers resident in
Ireland who have a complaint about a trader based in
another European Union country, Norway, Iceland or
the United Kingdom, and who have tried to resolve
the matter directly with the trader to no avail, should
contact the European Consumer Centre Ireland.

READ MORE ON THE IRISH SUN



All the information on cross-border online shopping
consumer rights in the EU, as well as ways to obtain
redress when something goes wrong, can be found
on eccireland.ie.

BANK ON IT All Android users
warned to delete app right now –

WARDROBE ERROR Muireann
dresses 'inappropriately' for


